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PRODUCT LAUNCH SHOWCASE
Explore the newest lines and newsworthy collections that will be taking the design industry by storm
this season. This Look Book is your convenient guide to discovering a fresh and fabulous array of the
most current resources available at ADAC to carry you into 2019 and beyond.

Nathan Anthony Minx Wing Sofa, Showroom 58, Suite 426
O’hara Studio Anemone Table, Paul +, Suite 121
Hair on Hide Rug, Moattar, Suite 314
Photography by W. Scott Chester

ADAC Suite 206 | @bakerfurniture
Laura Kirar’s latest collection pays artful homage to ancient Mayan architecture with lower proportions
and weighty geometric forms, evoking the simple pleasures that define casual luxury. Inspired by the
traditional barrel back tête-à-tête chairs of the Yucatan’s public gardens, the Condessa Lounge Chair
adds fresh touches of Mexico City Art Deco. Individual pieces of marble, onyx, and metal fit together to
create the sculptural Reloj Drink Table. The Radiante Mirror rounds out the vignette with a combination of
faceted and concave mirrors.

ADAC Suite 212 | @centuryfurniture
Century draws inspiration from the rich history of the Vienna for its newest collection. Influenced by the
angular and more geometric forms of Austrian deco, the collection is infused with classic elements and
details, yet blended with a more modern approach. The sum is a graphic and artistic collection that works
well in both modern and classic rooms, allowing for a complete freedom of interpretation.

ADAC Suite 225 | @cowtanandtout
The Colefax and Fowler Fall 2018 Collection incorporates Eastern influences and floral illustrations with
resplendent plains, plaids, wools, silks, linen sheers, and velvets in traditional and contemporary finishes. A
feeling of self-assured luxury is conveyed through timeless motifs and distinguished weaves. Signature rich
and vivid tones combine with refreshing shades in this sophisticated and diverse collection.

Martin Nash introduces the new custom rug
collection from Delinah Simmons! Inspired
from vintage textiles, prints, and scarves from
Europe and Asia, the collection is a perfect
complement to the luxurious colors and textures
of the Delinah Simmons brand.
ADAC Suite 308 | @martin.nash

ADAC Suite 109 | @ernestgaspard
Like the shifting sands of the desert, the Dune Collection, designed by Sebastian Herkner, combines soft lines
and repeating patterns and a collection of new knitted fabrics to complete any outdoor seating concept. A
bohemian influence defines the style, with softness and spontaneity added via specially developed fabrics
made with 3D knitting technology. Supreme comfort is achieved using upholstered cushions, quilted blankets,
and soft pillows placed within and on top of an aluminium frame with a teak base.

ADAC Suite 418 | @theeuropeancollection
The European Collection is pleased to introduce the Miele laundry-care system.
This line of products covers the entire process, from washing and vent-less drying
to ironing. Even the cleaning products from Miele were developed in their own
laboratories and have been perfectly formulated to suit Miele appliances.

ADAC Suite 208 | @germankitchenctr
Wood and ceramic surfaces melds harmoniously in the refined new filigno kitchen by Team 7. An elevated
ceramic-clad cooking island steps down to a wooden work surface, creating elegant functionality. Light
neutrals paired with minimalist design results in a high-performing space that appears airy and open. A
recessed base, emphasizes the visual lightness of the filigno kitchen island, making it appear to float in a way
that is at once durable and delicate

ADAC Suite 120 | @grizzelandmann
Step into the world of English country house living with Darnley from Zoffany as the fabulous personalities of
influential residents are translated into this sumptuous collection of velvets, embroideries, prints, and weaves.
Textural fabrics in wonderfully rich colorways, embellished with exquisite detail and metallic highlights, bring
aristocratic notes to the Darnley collection, which features Zoffany’s Alchemy of Color throughout.

Martin Nash introduces the new custom rug
collection from Delinah Simmons! Inspired
from vintage textiles, prints, and scarves from
Europe and Asia, the collection is a perfect
complement to the luxurious colors and textures
of the Delinah Simmons brand.
ADAC Suite 308 | @martin.nash

ADAC Suite 422 | @habachydesigns
Swoon. Succumb to the Luxury of Lounging. The Swoon Collection by Fredericia and Space Copenhagen
reflects the design duo’s flair for sculptural forms that can be integrated into any upscale interior. The
sensual curves and cushions, available in a variety of colors and fabrics, are an open invitation to
lounge in luxury. Add to that a new matching ottoman and you have the makings of a cozy setting with
style and sophistication.

ADAC Suite 313 | @innovationsusa
INNOVATIONS’ Spring 2019 Collection explores the blending of layers and the transformation of textures
into patterns, creating new depths and dimensions of design. These new wallcoverings, offered in a variety
of constructions, provide the first layer of refined interiors, most notably Splice — a deconstructed painting
reinvented as a Type II wallcovering, layering vinyl over a metal film.

ADAC West|Suite A1 | @janusetcie
The Gina Collection by Piero Lissoni brings an unabashed romanticism to contemporary living, mixing tactile
materials and plush seating with practical durability and modern silhouettes. Thoughtfully designed, flawlessly
shaped pieces are impeccably engineered with a solid aluminum frame and a masterfully woven rope seat.
Eclectic in scale and material mix, Gina offers a uniquely casual yet chic vibe, as well as opportunities for
personalized styling of its oversized cushions.

ADAC Suite 508 | @jerrypair
Elitis’ new Panoramique wall murals utilize novel printing, allowing unrivalled nuances and effects— renewing
the spirit of ancient frescoes. Printed on embossed material, each design displays a unique and remarkable
texture, adding depth to walls. This new collection combats monotonous wallcovering with rich color,
inspiring designs, and unexpected pairings that elevate any space.

ADAC Suite 106 | @kravetinc
Kravet Couture introduces Terrae Prints, a collection of exclusively designed prints executed with simplicity
and color in mind. Blossoming flowers, rich marble textures, and undulating waves are all interpreted with a
painterly hand, beautifully showcasing the organic design inspiration behind the collection. Each print features
a watercolor effect and is presented in a range of up to ten colors, telling a comprehensive color story.

ADAC Suite 506 | @logangardens
Celerie Kemble, a fourth-generation Palm Beacher, has partnered with Lane Venture to create a classic line
of outdoor furniture that captures the ease, timelessness, and whimsicality of Palm Beach. The pieces are
sturdy enough to withstand an outdoor life but so eloquent with detail they are as comfortable as anything
you may find inside the home. The collection is flirtatious and whimsical with nods to Cuban style, Victorian
wicker, and French Morrocan stick-style rattan.

ADAC Suite 420 | @myranallanluxurylighting
A decorative answer to bringing a heightened sense of opulence to a kitchen or dining area, The Londra LED
Linear Suspension by Eurofase is not only energy efficient, it exudes a dramatic character that will turn any
space into a warm and inviting sanctuary. From the clear frosted glass shades to the two striking chain-link
cords, this fixture embodies elegance while delivering an intimate, luminous glow.

ADAC West|Suite A6 | @peacockalley
This season, relaxed luxury is at the heart of Peacock Alley’s newest collection. Linen bedding, in a palette of
spring pastels and textures, are the perfect way to refresh and renew for the change of seasons. Fabrics that
hold up to life, while never compromising craftsmanship.

ADAC West|Suite C3B | @rentile
Renaissance Tile & Bath is introducing three new lines to their O’Neil Ruppel Surfaces In-stock Collections.
Oasis is a terra cotta collection inspired by Moroccan zeolite tile, followed by Botanica, a collection of
marble mosaics inspired by the organic patterns found in nature. Last, but not least, is Shoal, a beautiful
coastline-inspired, matte glass tile collection.

ADAC Suite 125 | @duralee
Introducing Duralee’s first hybrid Inside Out Pavilion Performance Fabric Collection, which solves just
that sort of predicament. The luxury performance collection was designed to provide style sensibility for
the home paired with the durability needed to withstand everyday life. Made in the USA, this sumptuous
textile line is performance at its strongest, without forgoing the subtle artistry associated with strict
indoor fabrics.

ADAC Suite 401 | @robertallendesign
Robert Allen @ Home invokes high-style maximalism with Modern Salon, an accessible mix of prints and
wovens in a variety of styles and strong colors, all designed to be layered for a fresh, contemporary look.
Motifs in the collection are influenced by artistic genres such as Japonisme and Expressionism. Colors in
the collection run from soft to saturated, in blues and greens with pockets of bright color like persimmon
and citrine.

ADAC Suite 306 | @theshadestore
Nate Berkus has expanded his line to include exclusive soft goods for Roman Shades,
Drapery, and Cornices, as well as minimal prints inspired by his personal travels and
collections. His modern interpretations of classic techniques such as block printing, painting,
and hand-drawing, paired with a neutral color palette featuring muted pinks, browns, teals,
and grays, result in a collection that is versatile and easy to live with. It is available in four
different patterns.

ADAC Suite 426 | @theartofthe58home
Scala Luxury is a custom furniture design and manufacturing house known for its
creative couture style. Utilizing some of the world’s most precious materials, they
combine signature designs with exotic woods, goatskin (parchment), shagreen and
lizard skins, gold and silver leaf, as well as brass and bronze castings for a look
tailored to meet your exacting needs for home or hospitality.

ADAC Suite 137 | @sullivanfinerugsinc
Fill the eye and the heart with a new minimalist series of subtly graded color blends
and transitional patterns. All rugs are hand knotted using plush, hand-spun New
Zealand wool. Sizes are made to order with lead times ranging from 8-12 weeks
and are available in Piled and Kilim qualities. Full color and design customization
is also available.

ADAC Suite 402 | @theodore_alexander_official
TA Studio elevates simplicity to an art form. With a modern, simple, and relaxed personality, this new brand
is rich with an array of visually elegant, clean-lined pieces designed to inspire individual expression. The TA
Studio Sabon dining room, shown here, was imagined to help people create the perfect modern backdrop
for living and entertaining today.

COMPLIMENTARY
ADAC
SHUTTLE
Discover the South’s most comprehensive design resource by visiting both ADAC and
AmericasMart via our free shuttle service, available during this Market.

TUESDAY, JAN. 8

AMERICASMART: 9 A.M.– 6 P.M.

ADAC: 8:30 A.M.– 5:30 P.M.

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 9

AMERICASMART: 9 A.M.– 6 P.M.

ADAC: 8:30 A.M.– 5:30 P.M.

THURSDAY, JAN. 10

AMERICASMART: 9 A.M.– 6 P.M.

ADAC: 8:30 A.M.– 5:30 P.M.

FRIDAY, JAN. 11

AMERICASMART: 9 A.M.– 8 P.M.

ADAC: 8:30 A.M.– 7:30 P.M.

MONDAY, JAN. 14

AMERICASMART: 9 A.M.– 6 P.M.

ADAC: 8:30 A.M.– 5:30 P.M.

TUESDAY, JAN. 15

AMERICASMART: 9 A.M.– 6 P.M.

ADAC: 8:30 A.M.– 5:30 P.M.

and AmericasMart via our free shuttle service, available during this Market.
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